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altered altogether the art of making-up m the theatre
The change is due to the setting of the actor-manager's
star and the extinction of the limelight When the
star sank, he took his limelight with him The great
actor-managers with whom I acted—Wilson Barrett,
Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree and H B Irving, followed
the Sir Henry Irving tradition They sought the
limelight and ensued it Those who know nothing
of theatrical tradition and custom might be tempted
to think that it was vanity that led the actor-manager
stars to seek the limelight It was not, although they
would have been only human, if once having enjoyed
it, man's common endowment of vanity kept them in
it The truth is that stars did not use the limelights in
the first place for reasons of personal vanity, they used
it because the plays in which they acted required it
They were emphatic plays and limelight was the
emphasis they needed Prompt Side and O P (opposite
Prompt Side) had their limelight boxes from which
duets of rays showered upon the star, and he shone m
the glory or the weirdness of the light they shed
Svengah would lose all his mystery without the hme-
hght The effect of the Prompt Side and O P lime-
light was, however, to invest the more terrestrial
members of the cast in darkness They played as it
were in permanent eclipse To be a leading lady then
was something like what living at the back of the moon
must be, except that although its brightness never
enveloped them, they nevertheless could see the glare
of the sun The limelight used in this way had curious
psychological effects, the chief and worst of which was
that we shadowy figures, groping our way on a shadowy
stage, were apt to be left also to grope after the interpre-
tation of the parts we played
Of the actor-managers I have named, Wilson Barrett
was the only one who refused to let the glare of his
limelight blind his vision to what was necessary for the
production of a company of players He alone made
a constant practice of helping every member of the cast

